possible. Furthermore, additional categorizations can be incorporated (e.g., coding whether the user has a reprint of the article, where the journal is located, or whether the article in question is good, bad, or indifferent).
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The programs require an APPLE II microprocessor with 48K of memory and two disk drives. A printer is extremely useful but not essential. The programs are written in APPLESOFT BASIC.
HOW THE PACKAGE WORKS
One program, CODING FILE, is used only once, to set up codings for journals, book publishers, and subject categories before using the main program, INDEX, for the first time. Codings are stored at the end of the INDEX program as a series of DATA statements. CODING FILE takes the tedium out of this operation by automatically sorting journal titles, book pubfishers, and subject categories alphabetically and by writing these as a series of DATA statements preceded by line numbers onto text files. The EXEC command is then used to append these lines to the end of the INDEX program. INDEX can then be saved with these new lines. There is no limit to the number of subject categories, but their selection should be given careful thought. I found it useful to include both broad and narrow categories. When selecting categories, the user is not restricted to a single category when searching for references by subject. Also, the user will have the facility to search for articles on the basis of negative as well as positive categories (e.g., you can search for articles covering handedness but not children).
Before describing the INDEX program, it is necessary to describe reference f'de organization. Mini-floppy disks are very limited ha capacity, and random-access files, which are ideal for easy access to selected files, are uneconomical in their use of space. Even with an optimal coding system, it is not possible to store many references on a single disk. This package, therefore, uses pairs of disks to store data. Information that is used to access references (i.e., authors and subject codings, as well as the journal reference and date) are stored on a file called REFERENCE in Drive 1; titles of articles, which require a great deal of storage space but are not used to retrieve articles, are stored on a TITLES file in Drive 2. Using this format, it is possible to store approximately 530 references on a pair of mini-floppy disks. A further feature to maximize easy access is that both types of files are labeled by the initial letter of the first aulhor (e.g., REFERENCE A, REFERENCE B, etc.). Thus, with large collections of references, files corresponding to different letters of the alphabet are stored on separate pairs of disks (e.g., REFERENCE A to REFERENCE D on one disk, with TITLES A to TITLES D on a corr.esponding disk; REFERENCE E to REFERENCE H on another, etc.). Should the number of references expand unexpectedly, it is easy to transfer a pair of files to a new disk using the TRANSFER program. This system is quite workable with a set of some 4,000 references, currently held on 10 disk pairs, which leaves a lot of room for expansion.
When INDEX ~s RUN, the user is instructed to put the appropriate REFERENCE disk in Drive 1 and TITLES disk in Drive 2 and is then ]gresented the following menu :
SEARCH FOR REFERENCE BY SUBJECT (4) SEARCH FOR ANY OCCURRENCE OF AUTHOR (5) PRINT OUT NUMBERED REFERENCE (6) PRINT OUT WHIOLE FI~E (7) PRINT OUT JOURNAL CODINGS (8) PRINT OUT SUBJECT CODINGS (9) END (10 
NOW WRITING REFERENCE ON DISK RECORD NO. 173 DO YOU WANT TO ENTER ANOTHER (Y/N)?
The reference is written onto the next record on the REFERENCE file. The total number of records on the file is stored in Record 0. References occurring in books must be handled separately, since codings are not available for books. A space-saving way is to add the book details to the end of the title and then give the code 0 for journal reference. If the book details are too long, then the user can specify B in response to the request for a journal code, and he is then able to type in the book details, which are saved on a separate file called BOOKS $, where $ is the initial letter of the first author's name.
Write to Numbered Record
This option is similar to the first (write in new reference), but it allows the user to select the record number of the reference and to overwrite old references if he wishes. Any references in the system with Luria as sole author will now be printed on the screen. The user has the option of printing out references if he or she wishes. The ,,~earch is conducted one file at a time, with relevant references being printed on the screen after each f'tle is searched. The progxam then stops to allow the user to specify a new file and, if necessary, to insert a new pair of disks. The time taken to search tltrough the whole reference collection will obviously depend ~n the number of disks involved,, the complexity of the search ccmmand, and the number of references found. The user has the option of having each reference printed on the screen and then selecting those he wishes to print out using the printer, or of automatically printing out hard copy of all references that are found. My collection (approximately 4,000 references on 10 disk pairs) takes an average of 30 rain to search through completely.
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Search for Reference by Subject: Sample Run
Search for Any Occurrence of Author
This option is similar to the search for particular reference, but it enables the user to look for a reference in which a given person i,,; listed as an author, irrespective of other authors.
The author searched for need not be the first author, and one can thus search files other than those beginning with the author's initial letter, if necessary searching through the whole collection of references.
Print Out Numbered Reference
When references are printed out on a screen or printer, the record number is always printed out on the top right-hand corner. If the record number of a given reference is known, then that reference can be quickly accessed and printed on the screen and/or the printer. This instruction also gives the user the option of correcting references that contain errors.
Print Out Whole File
All references cn a file are printed out on screen and/or printer.
Print Out Journal Codings
It is necessary to have a list of journal codings when entering new references. This instruction enables the user to obtain a list of journal codings with the journals in alphabetical order.
Print Out Subject Codings
This is the same as printing out journal codings, except that the subject codings are not automatically alphabetically sorted before printout. NOTE 1. Information entered by the user is printed in italic type.
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